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shows that the industrial conditions prevailing in the West
of England were not unknown in the North, and that the
independence of the small manufacturer was being under-
mined imperceptibly prior to the introduction of textile
machinery, " Fifty years ago "—the middle of the eighteenth
century—" he was thought a great clothier who made two
pieces in a week; and now if he makes six or eight or ten
he is not the largest by far " l. Arthur Young speaks of a
clothier at Darlington who employed fifty looms2, and clothiers
employing many looms are found in the West Riding itself3.
Even in the seventeenth century there existed clothiers whose
work-folk numbered a hundred and sometimes more4. Our
description of the West Country clothiers is applicable to
the opulent clothiers of Yorkshire. Their business was con-
ducted on a large scale. They bought their wool direct
from the farmers or at fairs, and conveyed it on pack-
horses into the country districts to be spun5. They kept
numerous weavers in their employment and gave the yarn
to be woven in the weavers' homes. These weavers usually
worked for several employers 6 unless the clothier made a
contract with his men that they should work for him alone 7.
In another respect the opulent clothiers resembled the West
Country clothiers : they dressed their own cloth and acted
as their own merchants, in contrast with the working
clothiers who disposed of their cloth to merchants in an
unfinished state 8.
Another group of opulent clothiers existed in the York-
wrsted     S^re worsted trade which appears, from its inception, to
industry,   have been more definitely capitalist in character than the
woollen trade.   The reasons usually assigned are that the
materials were more expensive and the work less difficult:
hence " capital took control and operative skill became sub-
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